» I E E E c o n t r o l s y s t E m s m a g a z I n E E D I t o r I a l b o a r D
» 2 5 y e a r s a g o I t is widely believed that balancing an inverted pendulum is a difficult nonlinear control task. Many researchers have used a variant of the inverted pendulum problem, the cartpole, for demonstrating the success of their neural network learning methods. It has been known for a long time that a linear control law, implemented by a single artificial neurone, can control the cartpole. Not noted before was that a random search in weight space can quickly uncover coefficients (weights) for controllers that work over a wide range of initial conditions. This result indicates that success in finding a satisfactory neural controller is not sufficient proof for the effectiveness of unsupervised training methods. By analyzing the dynamics of the linear controller, the cartpole problem is reformulated to make it a more stringent test for neural training methods. A review of the literature on unsupervised training methods for cartpole controllers shows that the published results are difficult to compare and that for most of the methods there is no clear evidence of better performance than the random search method.
INvERTEd PENduLuM PRObLEM
The purpose here is to present a thorough analysis of the cartpole problem, to clear up implied or explicit misconceptions contained in earlier work, and to propose a set of conditions to make it a u s ef u l and well-defi ned benchmark for neural network training algorithms.
In We show how likely it is to obtain succesful [sic] controllers by random search and characterize the performance of the controllers obtained in this way. There are large differences between the two control strategies that will affect training methods. We then formulate our benchmark proposal and conclude with a review and some observations on past work on neural network controllers for the cartpole experiment.
LINEaR CONTROLLERS EaSY TO fINd
We show that, for the cartpole experiment, it is easy to find, by simple random search in weight space, linear controllers that not only balance the pole but also center the cart. This result indicates that controlling the cartpole is not the difficult nonlinear problem assumed by many authors. Particularly, balancing without centering is a very forgiving control objective. The controllers are successful over a far larger range of initial conditions than had been assumed previously, nevertheless the quality of the control varies widely. In the case of continuously variable force, excellent controllers exist that balance and center in short time, with negligible residual oscillations. Such controllers are much harder to find by random search.
Many of the unsupervised learning schemes described in the literature require a training effort equal or larger than the random search reported here; measured in learning trials or total learning time. Unfortunately, data on the quality of the controllers obtained by unsupervised learning is very scarce. Therefore, there is little factual evidence that the unsupervised learning schemes perform better than the simple random search. Quantitative comparison between the various suggested methods of control seems to be a necessary step in research into learning controllers. To this end, we propose a modified version of the cartpole experiment as a benchmark problem for learning control, together with a set of reporting requirements. The specifications make it unlikely to find a satisfactory solution by random search.
aryabhatta's identity I would like to conclude this preface with a historical aside, which I hope the reader will find diverting. It is easy enough to discover, even by a cursory glance at the contents of this book, that one of the main tools used repeatedly is the formulation of the general solution of the matrix equation XN +YD = I, where all entities are matrices with elements in a principal ideal domain. Among recent writers, Tom Kailath [49] It appears that the equation "Diophantine equation" was commonly applied by European mathematicians of the seventeenth century and later to any equation where the unknowns were required to assume only integer values. The phrase honors the Greek mathematician Diophantus, who lived (in Alexandria) during the latter part of the third century A. D. However, the general solution of the linear equation in integer variables mentioned above was never studied by him. In fact, Smith [86, p. 134] states that Diophantus never studied indeterminate equations, that is equations that have more than one solution. According to Colebrooke [17, p. xiii] , the first occidental mathematician to study this equation and to derive its general solution was one Bachet de Meziriac in the year 1624. The first mathematician of antiquity to formulate and find all solutions to this equation was an ancient Hindu by the name of Aryabhatta, born in the year 476. A detailed and enjoyable exposition of this subject can be found in the recent comprehensive book by van der Waerden [100]. Thus, in order to respect priority, I submit that the equation in question should henceforth be referred to as Aryabhatta's identity.
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